NAME

TRANSLATION

GENERIC

KNIFE / FLINT KNIFE

GENERIC

MIRROR / HALL OF MIRRORS

YUCATEC MAYA

ETZ'NAB'

LANCE POINT (SHARP IMPLEMENT)

QUICHE MAYA

TIJAX

KNIFEEDGE

MIXTEC

YUCHI

FLINT

NAHUATL (AZTEC)

TECPATL

FLINT (FLINT STONE or FINT KNIFE)

ZAPOTEC

LOPA

DEW ?

GLYPHIC REPRESENTATION
GENERIC

tip of knife blade
flint stone used to generate fire
mirror (which reflects light and truth)
broken mirror (representing the stripping of illusions)
crack / aerial view of pyramid (representing the division of the original oneness of the center)

MAYA

tip of a knife or spear blade (front view) made of flint or obsidian / sacrificial knife

AZTEC

obsidian sacrificial knife

MIXTEC

sacrificial knife

ZAPOTEC

?

ZAPOTEC

?

DIRECTION

NORTH

ELEMENT

FIRE

MORPHOTYPE

sharp point / crack

COLOR

white / silver

HARMONY

dissonance

NATURE

mirrored reflection / light diffraction ? / lightning storm

ANIMAL, PLANT & MINERAL KINGDOM

obsidian / quartz crystal ?

HUMAN PHYSICAL BODY

teeth / nail

PLANETS & WESTERN ZODIAC

Mars (Aries) / Venus (Libra-Taurus) / Saturn (Capricorn)

CORRESPONDENCE

ESSENCE
Knife
Sword of Truth and Discrimination / Sword of Wisdom and Purification
Warriorship / Quest for Truth
Sacrifice / Ritual Stroke

Double-Edged Knife (which can wound or heal)

Separation / Knife Edge (which separates opposite forces)
Shattering of the Whole / sudden change or destruction

consciousness of suffering that can be transcended but not suppressed in the physical world

Healer (whose knife cuts away the diseased part) / Healing (as cutting away from the source of sickness)

Hall of Mirror (where reflection can be faced and illusion or truth be seen)
Truth / truth beyond polarities (where opposites merge and paradox ceases to exist), truth beyond the mirrored illusions of duality & multiplicity
Clear Mirror vs Clouded Mirror
Self-Reflection (looking within to reveal the truth of one's being) / clear light of self-observation / facing shadow

Ritual Pattern of No-Time / Timelessness / Still Time
Lightning Axe / Flash Point [see also CHIKCHAN, KAWAK] / Cold Flame of the Eternal Now

Divine Brightness, Divine Light

MANIFESTATION
sharp blades, e.g. knife, sword, spear, scalpel, ...

truth vs illusion / clarity vs distortion / reflection
wounding vs healing

reflected light
sparkle / flash & dazzle / mesmerizing / blinding light [see also LAMAT, AJAW]

'crystal clear' / clarity of focus
sharp, crisp
precision, accuracy / detail

break, crack, cut, fracture / shattering, split
destruction / accident
shock

separation (e.g. of good from bad, sick from healthy, inner from outer, veiled from revealed, ...)
separation / creation of divide
quarrel, fight, strife, war
pain, hurt, suffering
anger & rage

dissonance or discordance
undergoing tests & trials

divisiveness, e.g. of yes vs no
division into the duality of right & wrong / painful awareness of opposites vs integration of paradox / duality brought into focus
moral consciousness vs degeneration of morals

striking a balance between two extremes
coordination & symmetry

discrimination / clarity / pertinence of facts
illusions exposed / hard truths / awareness of distortions
outside world (people & situations) acting as mirror for oneself
diffusion of truth vs lies & disinformation / constructive vs destructive criticism

decisiveneness vs indecision / choice / orientation
seizing the moment and taking action / importance of correct timing
sudden events stemming from need for change

self-centeredness vs self-sacrifice [see also KIMI, EB, MEN]

seeking to re-establish the original unity
quest for healing / awakening to healing potential (from cracked outer shell that allows access to a deeper level)
surgical procedure

quest for truth
timeless truths

SHADOW
separation-related issues (manifesting as fear, leading to judgment, ...)
vanity & ego-related issues
judgment of imperfections

denial (maintaining of illusions) / avoidance in facing the truth
holding onto a fixed position that keep situations from changing [see also BEN] / being convinced that only oneself is right
manipulation by force

double bind situation (being stuck in a repetitive cycle of some kind, like a bouncing reflection on opposite mirrors)

being caught in the maze of the mind and of mental illusions

narcissism
identification & projection / self-absorption (leading to using people & situations strictly as mirrors)

overcharged reactions, overreactiveness

ASSOCIATION
PATRON

Chalchiuhtotolin (colorful and dramatic form of Tezcatlipoca - Jeweled Turkey):
god of disease and plague, with shapeshifting abilities [Aztec] [see also AK'BAL, BEN, IX, MEN, KABAN]

MYTHOLOGY

Kawil [Maya] / Tezcatlipoca [Aztec]

SYMBOL

sacred mirror, broken mirror, hall of mirror / crystal bowl

OTHER

sacrificial knife / sword of truth / knives, swords, spearheads, axes, blades in general and stone blades in particular

OTHER

sacrificial ritual

MINERAL

flint, obsidian and other sharp stones

PHENOMENA

fire

PHENOMENA

lightning storm [see also CHIKCHAN, MULUK, KAWAK]

NUMBER

2 [see also IK]

